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STATS IN URUGUAY

Recoveries / opp.
half

Passes /
Accurate

Dribbles /
successful

Long passes /
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

SHOOTING TECHNIQUE

He is a footballer with a great
shooting technique from
outside the box. As seen on
the footage, he is capable of
creating goals and generating
chances from a long-range.
He is accurate when shooting
the ball hard. His shots to the
corner of the goal are tough to
stop since they get away from
the goalkeeper quickly. 

VISION OF PLAY

This is one of his main skills.
He is a key player to make
through balls passes due to
his technical quality. He
generates danger no matter
how much space he has. He
makes great vertical passes
when transitioning into attack.
He is a great assiter. 

TECHNICAL QUALITY

He is a talented left-footed
player. He has quick
movements in small-sided
spaces. He gets rid of rivals
with the necessary quantity of
dribbles. He is smart to get
away form the marker and
pass the ball. He can generate
association near his zone
even under pressure. 



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

DYNAMISM

Terans is a player able to
assume different positions
such as winger, offensive
midfielder or forward. He plays
all these positions with
dynamism. Sometimes, he
centralizes his game to get in
touch with his teammates in
different heights and lanes. He
generates play.

POLYVALENCE

He helps keep possession,
both on the rivals and own
half. He drops back and
participates to distribute play.
Also, he plays with his back to
the goal well due to his
physical power. He covers ir
greatly and then passes it. He
can give a hand for direct play
in order to attack the space.
He is also useful for the
possession play to manage
the tempo of play. 

TAKING SET PIECES ON 

He is a perfect tool for set
pieces. He has a great and
accurate shooting technique,
which allows his team to make
different strategies to score.
He can take on corners, free
kicks and penalty kicks. 



SOCIAL
MEDIA

@DAVID_TERANS@DAVID_TERANS

https://www.instagram.com/david_terans/
https://twitter.com/david_terans

